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Partners for early in the process.
Gathering input about community needs
• Museum board members are often deeply connected to your community and may have specialized
expertise useful to a project
• Community leaders: city officials, business representatives, community groups such as public health
leaders.
• Public school leaders
• Staff: Training begins with front line staff gathering survey information and opinions from guests
• Guests and museum members
• Key volunteer groups

Partners for experience development and design.
• Volunteers: Volunteers tend to come from a broad diversity of backgrounds and life experiences
• Board: This may vary from project to project and with board rotation
• Guests
• Community stakeholders: For example; if your project is about architecture it is important to develop
dialogue with experts in the Architecture field
• Ongoing conversation with community groups who are vested stakeholders in your project
• External Advisories: These tend to work better with plenty of diversity. For example, only inviting
architects to a charrette for an architecture exhibit with not be as effective as having representatives
from other disciplines – education, building, and construction, child development, etc.
• Include people who are hands-on. For example, it would be beneficial to invite a plumber to and
advisory for a water exhibit.
• Staff training starts with the early stages of experience development

• Leave time: Whenever possible plan your community engagement into the schedule. It can be
difficult but is always worth the effort.
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• Get back to people and let them know what you heard them say. It may differ from what they
meant.
• Food coffee and gratitude go a long way
• Continue to cultivate people who become enthusiastic about your project and museum. It could be
the “beginning of a beautiful friendship.”

Tough Art Artist Observation Worksheet*

Take 10 minutes to closely observe an exhibit area and focus on one or two children. Identify, circle and
jot down specific examples of children engaging in the targeted developmental behaviors below.
Following this observation, take some time to elaborate on these jottings, and note the ways in which
these observations inform and hold potential for your work of art/design.
These 20 minutes (approx.) represent a cycle of observation and reflection. As your work develops, feel
encouraged to engage in more cycles of observation and reflection as a part of your prototyping
process.
Age of Child:
Physicality
Gross Motor
Large movements
that an individual
performs with
most of their body

Fine Motor
Involve the
coordination of
small muscles in
the hands and
fingers.

*

Examples
• Rolling over
• Sitting
• Reaching
• Pulling
• Standing
• Crawling
• Scooting
• Walking
• Running
• Jumping
• Skipping
• Hopping
• Galloping
Examples
• Hand-eye coordination
• Grabbing/Grasping
• Squeezing
• Reaching
• Pointing
• Poking
• Button Pushing
• Manipulating objects
• Tool use

Notes & Examples of
these behaviors

Take Away (How does this inform you
project?)

Notes & Examples of
these behaviors

Take Away (How does this inform you
project?)

This is an illustrative (not comprehensive) example of tools created to assist Tough Artists in
developing observation and reflective practice skills. This is one in a series of tools, which also
include aspects of child and family development such as social interaction and emotional
expression.

